
Strontian School and Nursery Parent Council Meeting
Tuesday, 2nd April  2019.

Present: Councillor Andrew Baxter, Alison Carmichael, Don Esson, Norma Young, Jamie McIntyre, 
Jamie Tait, Helen Tait, Hilary Morris,  Karl Bungey, Kate Proctor, Chris Miller-Craig, Matt Simpkinson, 
Laura Sutherland and Laura Wilson.

Apologies: Emma Lamont .

Norma began the meeting thanking everyone for coming along and for filling in the questionnaires 
regarding the primary school. Meeting to go over the consultation, engagement and uptake from 
questionnaire. Another meeting is to take place afterwards at 7.15 with the Parent Council at the  
High School.
Norma will be happy to come back after the Easter break for further discussion if required.
Don Esson reviewed the results of the consultation, with a power point presentation, looking at 
three potential options for the primary school:
Re-advert. 
Clustering.
3-18 campus with the High School.
Options and comments were then collated. Please see attachments for the further details of the 
responses gathered.
12 responses.
3 preferences for a re-advert and 9 for a 3 to 18 model. No preferences for the cluster option.
Queries over what form the model would take. 3 to 18 Head Teacher, Deputy Head, New principal 
Teacher O .2 teaching and 0.2 supporting management within the school, Principal Teachers 
Secondary, business support clerical to support H Teachers across the ASG (there already is a 
Business support team leader already in place at High School linking with primary school and all 
primary schools within the ASG).

Discussion of this model. Looking at class Principal Teacher role being substantive, being advertised 
initially internally within  the Highland Council, also open to a candidate that did not possess a full 
FTE contract as they would be changing their contract and applying for a different post. 
Staffing Meetings have taken place with Norma and a workforce planning manager and assistant and 
this would be the plan based on the 3-18 going forward.
2nd Teacher. Building block system of who would apply for the Principal Teacher first, if no one 
applied  then this would go to advert, as a Substantive full time PT post. 
Aim is to have by August two full time teachers at the PS.  A new member of staff is starting in the 
ASG, after Easter, and will cover non contact time (CCR).
Discussion of teaching time.
C.M.C  expressed that he is grateful for the team currently at the Primary School, Rachael P and 
Natalie R, and at Nursery. The Principal Teacher’s role will be  important, they will be a key leader at 
the PS and part of the management team. Clerical Support needed at P.School, an area to look at. 
Support for Trish. Support needed for Deputy Head Teacher at the High School which currently 
would be in terms of extra support for Additional Support Needs, but there is flexibility within this to 
change.
C. M. C. Currently receives valuable support from A AinsleyAinsley Burns Quality Improvement 
Officer, at the  moment. This The general  Head Teacher support model will change into ‘ Family 
Teams’, but links are important and will continue.
3-18 has not been decided, but questions and feedback would suggest parental support. 
Final decision after Easter break so staffing can move forward.



Norma feels the 3-18 model can be put to local members where their views can be assessed, after 
the Easter Break, then gain approval, from external governance, external scrutiny. To form a 
committee, will be an additional hurdle to staffing as this will not happen till the 24th May.
A governance (model?) could be reached from local members at the ward meetings. If it goes to 
committee and it doesn’t make May Committee it will be June. Norma has suggested this to Sandra 
Campbell. No need for formal statutory consultation. 
A Baxter, discussed changes to school would not go against Council policy and would not need the 
full education committee to ratify it so could be discussed at next ward meeting, 28th April. If Norma 
felt it needed to be earlier, an earlier meeting could be convened earlier. 
Norma stressed it was important for people to feel they were not being forced into a decision. 
28th April would give people time to think. 
Discussion of what if Primary School says yes and High School says no. Andrew Baxter keen to avoid 
this, has experience of primary School in Kinlochleven 3-18 campus.
At the end of 2021, no (primary) schools in the ASG will have a committed class Head Teacher.
A disagreement might involve a decision on what is heard at Ward Meeting, but AB would like 
agreement from both schools.
Discussion of AHS parents thoughts towards potential 3-18 model.
Norma stressed there would be no extra Teacher time (from AHS) allocated to Strontian PS, if there 
was spare teaching time from a High School Teacher this would be offered to all the primary schools 
in the ASG. An equity of provision amongst other primary schools in ASG. Strontian Primary will only 
get what everyone else is getting.
A better transition from PS to High School for all children as C. M.C. would be working closely with 
other Head Teachers in ASG. In Mallaig the 3-18 has a common curriculum.
Some parents expressed that some AHS parents would feel they were missing out in some way. 
Benefits have to be “sold” to other parents at AHS. 
Don and Andrew have met with Chair of AHS Parent Council and issues raised were of the impact on 
High School and C.M.C. on a permanent basis, concern of how it’s viewed amongst other schools in 
the ASG, but no concerns raised over the current arrangements.
Don Esson remarked that by 2021, Sustainable Schools,  there will be no (primary) Teaching Heads, 
with ps either in clusters or 3-18 models.
C.M.C added to this by reflecting on the Sustainable Schools programme and being ahead of the 
curve in Ardnamurchan . He would be taking on one job and 0.3 hours ( most small primary Head 
teachers were working 0.7 in the classroom and allocated 0.3 hours for Head teacher time). C.M.C. 
had discussed with Norma and Don what he requires to take on the work load. Strontian PS has no 
sports hall or a performance theatre, intention was always to share with AHS. C.M.C. would rather 
be involved in this process, by being HT of both.
Discussion of recruiting future teachers in post at Strontian PS. 
Norma Y discussed this with parents and reflected that HC job adverts do not take as long as 
external adverts and this can be done quite quickly. Until we know if we can go to the April 
Committee this will be an unknown, but this can be worked around quite quickly. 
Discussion of this recruiting process.
Future adverts to mention accommodation available in Strontian.
Is there Plan B if Principal Teacher not recruited by August? 
Norma replied there is a person in the ASG to do CCR, she would be drawn on to come into the 
school as class teacher. Vacancy kept open for substantive post holders, rather than a probationer 
post. Stability in staffing preferred. 
Internal advertising for a Principal Teacher, allows future candidate to part of management 
process/support.
Question on allocated management time for the Nursery , would this be allocated to the Head 
Teacher or the Principal Teacher? Norma answered that this would be up to the Head Teacher, and 
there is flexibility within this model to allow this.




